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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to investigate the characteristic factors of the trunk rotation in table tennis during three different
backhand strokes. One elite division I male table tennis player was recruited in this study. In order to gather the information of
the angle and angular velocity of pelvis and shoulder rotation from each swing, eight high speed cameras were used to film the
movements and the data from the lowest point of the backswing to the instant action of batting were analyzed by Vicon 3D
Motion Analysis System. The result found the minimum range of pelvis and shoulder rotation during topspin. The range of
backhand full strokes against topspin and strokes against backspin were more than topspin, however, the action time of former
one was slower than the latter one and also had a higher amount of angular velocity during the backhand full strokes against
topspin. Although the greatest angular velocity of the pelvis and shoulder appeared different from three backhand strokes, the
maximum angular velocity of pelvis came first, followed by shoulders. This result cohered to proximal-to-distal sequence of
segments.
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Abstract

Purpose：To analyze the three different string tensions on the sensibility and the serving speed of tennis player Method：One
elite tennis player(age, 18 yrs, weight75kg, height:181cm, competitive experience:9 yrs）participated in this study. Three
different string tension was used (49, 54, 59pounds)on three same rackets to examine the sensibility and the serving speed. The
serving moment was recorded by the high speed camera(Fastec) and 5h3 serving speed was calculated by Kwond 3D.
Result：Examination of flat spin serving:The player could perceive the difference when the two rackets of string tension were
differed in 10 pounds;however, when the string tension were differed in 5 pounds, the player could not perceive the difference
while serving but still feel the pounds are different consciously. Self-examination:The player could distinguish the difference
between every two rackets tested randomly, but had one trial misleading.Serving speed:The severing speed at each pounds(49,
54, 59pounda)were 152.613± 0.262km/h, 171.24 ± 0.449 km/h, 170.88 ± 0.612 km/h, respectively.Conclusion：The player
does not have well-sensibility of string tension while serving.During self-examination, the player could recognize each
difference of string tension groups, but had one trial misleading. The 54 and 59 pounds string tension have better performance
on serving speed.Future study：Investigate the difference on the performance in the unconscious range of string tension.
Besides the dominant string tension, whether the serving speed would be better under different string tensions.
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